flamboro downs
RACE ANALYSIS
Thursday, November 16, 2017
Most Probable Winner
Race 1- 4 INTRIGUED AGAIN

Good Luck With
Your Wagering Selections

Race 1 Selections 4-5-2-3
4 INTRIGUED AGAIN has two wins already, which is one
more than the rest of the field combined. I expect he has a
good chance of making the early lead and winning a 3rd
consecutive race.
5 KINGSTONS BAD BOY beat this class handily two races
ago and was a solid 3rd in this class above this last start.
2 CASIMIR RUMRUNNER may well contend again, coming
off a 3rd in his career debut.

Race 6 Selections 3-4-2-7
3 REBEL VOYAGER is racing really well right now and he
now has 12 wins this year. He parked early last race and yet
was able to just keep on trucking after making the front.
4 ABOUT A BOY was very fine here last race in his 2nd start
off a long layoff. He is a big talent with a solid strong record
this year. He could be a big threat today.
2 BRAVE WORLD has fallen off in his last two, but he was
real good just before that and could bounce back well.

Race 2 Selections 2-4-5-6
2 VINTAGE MAKER seems due to break through soon and
score his first win. He has made the top 3 in 4 of his last 5
races. I would be nice if he could learn to leave a bit. So far
he has been asked to work from well off the pace.
4 WINDERMERENIGHTLIFE has yet to make the top three
this year, but was better last race and this is a soft spot.
5 MINI PUTT did have a solid raced here two starts ago and
might garner a top three share again in this class.

Race 7 Selections 2-1-6-8
2 SEE R CHIN WIN did not have a good outing at Wdb last
race, but was racing well before that outing and compares
well in this spot.
1 COSTANTINO also was racing well before a tougher last
start. That was from the difficult post 7 at London. Beware;
this guy can be extremely good from post one.
6 ALLIES GIFT turned things back around last race and
should continue here today with another top three finish.

Race 3 Selections 1-3-6-5
1 SOUTHWIND MCLAREN has won only once so far, but has
bene racing solidly of late and has the best post. He can
leave well and should have a good shot to win.
3 REDHOT ROMEO shows some good speed at WEG and
was good in this class here last time out. He can challenge
my top pick for the win.
6 LIL MOE MONEY has made the Tri in 10 of 14 this year.
C Kelly choice of 2 or 6.

Race 8 Selections 2-5-6-7
2 EAS IDEAL has been inconsistent, but some of his best
efforts this year have been solidly impressive. I think he can
beat this field if he races up to his best. He should leave
better today from pp2.
5 PLAY DANCE is a solid pacer and works for a hot barn. I
find it hard to leave him off the Tri.
6 WESTERN PHIL has missed about 6 weeks and might
need a start, but he does have good overall speed.

Race 4 Selections 2-7-5-3
2 COLORADO BUCK has won only twice this year yet 8
runner up finishes, but he has drawn well here and does
have some strong races during his last 6 starts.
7 MAC RAIDER did not fare well at all in his last two races. If
he is healthy, he has a shot at this level. He was 2nd here the
last time he was in this class.
5 MATRIX OF LUCK showed improvement last race after
moving down to this class.

Race 9 Selections 3-6-7-1
3 JUSTCALLMERONALD makes a first start for trainer P.
Shephard. His barn has been on a strong roll of late. This
trotter won his last start here, but at a lower level. I give
him a solid shot at this level.
6 TAURUS DU PARC drops well down today and should
have a big shot at rebounding. Note he has 8 wins this year
and beat the Pref 3 class here in late Sept.
7 AVUNCULAR can overcome the post for a top 3 share.

Race 5 Selections 4-6-8-1
4 LITTLEBITASWAGGER has been off since late September,
but qualified like he is ready to rock. The time of the
qualifier here, 1:55, stands out.
6 UF BETTORS HANOVER has been good here of late and
overall compares well at this level. I give him an excellent
shot here, as has been a big earner the last 2 years.
8 SENIOR MARKET is hard to leave off the Tri today with the
class drop, but the poor post can hurt.

Race 10 Selections 2-9-1-3-6
2 ESCUELA is a classy mare that will step away from WEG
for a start to today and is likely to have a big impact here at
this level. The post certainly can be a help.
9 OVERCOMEBYVICTORY has won only 4 times this year,
but has 12 runner up finishes. He belongs on the Ex ticket.
1 JOYOUS HALL is likely today from a good post to rebound
and be a player.
A Carroll choice of 4 or 7.

